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“Three Palestinians Die in Syria, Bombing and Limited Aids 

Distribution at the Yarmouk Camp” 

   

 
  

 Acute Shortages of Food and Medical Supplies, and Water Cut in 

Daraa Camp South of Syria 

 The Regular Army Continues to Prevent People from Entering 

Sbeina Camp for 451 Days 

 The Syrian Security Released a Palestinian Refugee from Al Aedin 

Camp in Homs 

 A Number of Airlines Companies Refuse to Sell Airline Tickets to 

the Palestinian Syrian Heading to Lebanon 

 The Palestinian Community in Germany Organizes Two Solidarity 

Seminars with the Palestinians of Syria 
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Victims 

The refugee "Thaer Issa Aqel Shallaldah" died due to the clashes between 

the Syrian Army and Opposition Groups near Al Sanamein city at Daraa; 

He is from Dar’aa camp south of Syria and was born in 1985.  

 
Thaer Issa Aqel Shallaldah 

Two brothers died in Syria; they are: Karem and Sharif Mohammed Al 

Refi, after they were trapped in an ambush carried out by the Syrian 

armed opposition groups, at the crossing of Jinan, near Hama city.It is 

mentioned that they are from Al Nairab camp for Palestinian refugees in 

Aleppo, as they are members of the so-called Al Quds Brigades, a pro-

Syrian regime armed group. 

 

Recent Updates 

The Yarmouk camp was exposed yesterday to heavy shelling targeted Al 

Reja Square in the camp, while our correspondent couldn’t know the 

damages because of the large security tensions in the region after the 

bombing. It is referred that one shell was dropped on the main street, 

causing the outbreak of fires in a shop. 

The first pack of bread has entered the camp yesterday after it was 

stopped for about 580 days, where hundreds of people gathered in an 
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attempt to get a pack of bread, and a large number returned without 

bread because of the limited amount that entered. 

Amounts of aids were entered to the camp through the Syrian Red 

Crescent through Yelda town, our correspondent inside the camp 

confirmed that the aids, which were distributed on the residents, did not 

exceed 60 parcels. It is referred that 165 victims died because of the strict 

siege, the victims died due to malnutrition and lack of medical care. 

 
Distributing bread in the Yarmouk camp  

On the other hand, the checkpoints of the Regular Army and Palestinian 

factions loyal to it still prevent the people of Al Sbeina camp to return to 

their camp in spite of the Regular Army control over the camp since 451 

days, where the camp is still empty with the exception of some of the 

existing security members on its entrances.  

 
Al Sbeina camp 
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Meanwhile, the Syrian Army did not explan the reason of preventing the 

people to return since that time.It is mentioned that the Regular Army 

imposed its full control on the camp after violent clashes that broke out 

between the Regular Army and the Syrian Opposition Groups. 

In Daraa south of Syria, the Palestinians of Syria refugees suffer of 

severe shortage of food and medical supplies due to the difficulty in 

accessing it as a result of the tensed security situation in the 

surroundings.  

Moreover, the water cut exacerbated the situation of the residents, who 

are without water for about (297) days, as they became relying on 

artesian well water for securing part of their daily needs. The residents 

are complaining of the small amount of their share of water that was 

distributed by some tanks of the Syrian opposition institutions. Only one 

tank of water was distributed to all residents in the pretext of where they 

distribute just one tank of water for all people of the camp, under the 

pretext of the difficulty of entering the tanks for fear of bombing. 

In Homs, the Syrian security forces released the Palestinian refugee 

"Salih Abbas," from Al Aedein camp in Homs three days ago, after he 

was detained for more than ten days. The camp, which is controlled by 

the regular army, witnesses heavy security tightening, especially from the 

checkpoints that are located at the entrances, prompting many youth, 

particularly those in the military age, to leave the camp for fear of being 

arrest and forced them to perform the compulsory military service. 

On a different context, the AGPS received numerous complaints from 

Palestinians of Syria about the Lebanese authorities continuous 

prevention of entering its territory despite possessing the required official 

documents. According to a refugee - who preferred not to mention his 

name - that the Lebanese authorities prevented him from entering their 

territory despite the presence of his wife and his children inside Lebanon. 

He also reported that when he was in Saudi Arabia, the airline refused to 

book him a ticket in the pretext  that "the Palestinian Syrians are 

forbidden entering Lebanon." 

It is noteworthy that one of the Syrian private airlines had issued a 

generalization on the airline offices in Syria not to book tickets for the 

Palestinian Syrians, who want to go to Lebanon, for the same argument, 
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while the generalization excluded those who have visa and a plane ticket 

to a country other than Lebanon and need to enter the "Rafiq Al Hariri 

Airport " transit only, and not authorized to enter Lebanon, but remain in 

the waiting room at the airport. 

In another context, the Palestinian community in Germany, in 

cooperation with the Palestinian Women's Association in Germany, 

declared the establishment of a cultural seminar entitled "Palestinians of 

Syria ... Nakba Renews Nakba" in the western city of Dortmund 

Germany, on Sunday, 15th of February/ 2015. 

The Palestine Community in Germany also called for another solidarity 

evening that will be titled "Palestinians of Syria…New Nakba", at Dubai 

Dreams in Berlin city, on Saturday 28th of February.  

It is noteworthy that the solidarity seminars come within the activities of 

the European Week of Solidarity with the Palestinians of Syria, which is 

part of the activities launched by the Palestinians in Europe Conference, 

which will be held in the German capital Berlin on Saturday 25thof April 

2015, in partnership with the Palestinian Return Centre and the 

Palestinian assembly in Germany In cooperation with the Palestinian and 

Arab institutions operating there and the whole of Europe.  

 

Numbers and Statistics till 6/2/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 2632 Palestinian refugees were documented by the AGPS. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 580 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 660 days, water was cut for 150 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached 

165 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 14348 refugees in Jordan, 42,000 in 

Lebanon, according to UNRWA statistics till November. 
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 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 482 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 451 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 653 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 297 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in 

Homs and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the 

economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


